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get a taste of talley!

Enjoy a wide array of dining options in our new student union to make your campus visit memorable.

Plan Ahead! Visit go.ncsu.edu/talleydining

Wolfpack Outfitters, now located in Talley Student Union, is NC State Bookstores new state-of-the-art flagship location. We carry the largest selection of NC State gear locally and are your one-stop shop for everything Wolfpack. From clothing, makeup and tailgating gear to notebooks, textbooks and pens, we have you covered.

Shop in-store or online: bookstore.ncsu.edu
Dear Friends –

Welcome to #creativestate, the premiere issue of our new ARTS NC STATE magazine.

I’m the new kid on the block and am extremely excited to arrive at NC State right at the time when many wonderful things are happening!

Please make a point of visiting us in the beautiful new Talley Student Union. It is a showplace. In this edition, we give you an introduction to the gorgeous new spaces and share the excitement of our long-awaited return to Stewart Theatre.

We are proud to feature our Student Art Purchase program – and particularly pleased to let you know that throughout the new Talley you will see artwork that ARTS NC STATE has purchased over the past fifteen years, all created by NC State students.

Just as I look forward to getting to know you, you get a chance to learn a bit about me in this issue of the magazine. While my parents may not have thought it possible at the time, it is – in fact – conceivable that a teenage rock drummer can turn into a reputable university professor and arts leader!

I’m happy to report that the site of the future Gregg Museum of Art & Design is buzzing with construction activity. It won’t be long before we’re welcoming you to that beautiful facility as well.

As always, the performances, classes and exhibitions are the heart of what we do at ARTS NC STATE. Be sure to check the listings of the many outstanding events on tap this fall, and visit us often.

With deep appreciation for your support,

Rich Holly
Executive Director
ARTS NC STATE
Save the date!
Annual Grand Taste Experience
APRIL 21, 2016
@TASTETHEEVENT
EVENTS CALENDAR
2015 FALL

SEPTEMBER

- Life’s Little Dramas, The World of Puppets and Illusions
  D.H. Hill Library Exhibit Gallery
  Through January 6, 2016

- ArtsNow!: collaps
  Kennedy-McIlwee Studio Theatre
  September 8

- Short Film Evening: Handmade Puppet Dreams
  4101 Talley Student Union
  September 10

- Pinhole Camera Challenge
  The Crafts Center
  September 10 - 13

- Parents & Families Weekend: Crafts on the Porch
  The Crafts Center
  September 12

- Workshop: NC Ghost Tales as told through Shadow Puppets
  Pullen Arts Center
  September 12 - October 17

BANDALOOP

OCTOBER

- Bandaloop
  Stewart Theatre
  September 17 & 18

- Blackbird Fly
  Titmus Theatre
  September 22 & 23

- Puppet Performances by Torry Bend
  3222 Talley Student Union
  September 24

- Fiddler on the Roof
  Stewart Theatre
  September 30 - October 4

- PMC Lecture Series: Charanga Carolina
  Titmus Theatre
  October 1

- Gary Knight: Travel Photography
  The Crafts Center
  October 14

- Film: Du Royal de Luxe
  4104 Talley Student Union
  October 15

- Live Puppet Performance
  Pullen Arts Center
  October 17

- Skippyjon Jones, Snow What
  Stewart Theatre
  October 17

- Rural Academy Theatre
  Stafford Commons
  October 18

- Duck Hunter Shoots Angel
  Kennedy-McIlwee Studio Theatre
  October 21 - November 1

- Choral Collage
  Stewart Theatre
  October 22
EVENTS

VIGNETTES

FEATURES

Kenny Barron Trio
Stewart Theatre
October 24

Emel Mathlouthi
Stewart Theatre
October 29

NOVEMBER

Raleigh Civic Chamber Orchestra
Stewart Theatre
November 1

Gravity & Other Myths
Stewart Theatre
November 5 - 7

ArtsNow!
Kennedy-McIlwhee Studio Theatre
November 5

Dance Program Fall Concert
Stewart Theatre
November 11 - 12

Anon(y)mous
Titmus Theatre
November 12 - 22

Art of Time Ensemble
Stewart Theatre
November 14

GRACE OF TIME
PHOTO BY LORI CAMPOLI

Edible Art
Bakery & Dessert Cafe

EdibleArtNC
EdibleArtOfRaleigh

Now Located In North Hills
4351-11:5 The Circle at North Hills
EdibleArtNC.com • 919-856-0604
info@edibleartnc.com

Weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, bat/Bar mitzvahs, or just a sweet treat in our café.
● Raleigh Civic Symphony
Stewart Theatre
November 15

● Jazz Ensemble 2
Stewart Theatre
November 16

● Wind Ensemble
Stewart Theatre
November 17

● Donovan Zimmerman of Paperhand Puppet Intervention
Kennedy-McIlwee
Studio Theatre
November 12

DECEMBER

● Jazz Ensemble 1
Stewart Theatre
November 19

● Holiday Crafts Fair & Sale
The Crafts Center
November 21

● Choral Holiday Concert
Stewart Theatre
December 4

● Grains of Time
Stewart Theatre
December 5

● The Swingles
Stewart Theatre
December 10

FOR TICKETS
919.515.1100
ncsu.edu/arts

ncsu.edu/arts 7
ARTIST SYNTHIA SAINT JAMES VISITS NC STATE

Synthia SAINT JAMES (pictured left) is a world-renowned multicultural visual artist, author, illustrator and poet. She is most celebrated for designing the first Kwanzaa stamp for the United States Postal Service in 1997, and for the international cover art for Terry McMillan’s *Waiting to Exhale*. This fall, the African American Cultural Center at NC State will host an exhibition of her work, and SAINT JAMES will visit NC State for a series of residency events on September 15 and 16. See oied.ncsu.edu/aacc for details.

2014-2015 STUDENT ARTS AWARDS

ARTS NC STATE recently announced the recipients of the annual ARTS NC STATE Performing and Creative Arts Awards. There were seven NC State students honored during the 2014-2015 academic year.

The 2014-2015 Performing Artist Award recipients are Jacob Marx and Alexandra Cohen in Dance, Gautam Nagaraj in Music, and Blair Downs and Philipp Lindemann in Theatre. The 2014-2015 Creative Artist Award recipient is William Stewart in Theatre. A joint award entry by Bethel Maekele and Britnique Hodge received an Honorable Mention in Theatre.

The ARTS NC STATE Performing and Creative Arts Awards were first presented during the 2010-2011 academic year. The awards are administered and funded by ARTS NC STATE and were originally made possible from a generous grant from the NC State Foundation, Inc. The Creative Artist Award is now partially funded by the Kennedy-Stoskopf Scholarship. For more information about the Student Arts Awards and this year’s recipients, see go.ncsu.edu/artsawards.
CRACKING THE EGGS FOR THE NEW GREGG

According to an old French saying, “You can’t make an omelet without breaking eggs.” While it applies to the mess at any building site, it can feel especially poignant whenever trees are felled to make way for a new building. Three large oaks, originally planted by university gardeners in the 1930s to provide shade for the historic Chancellor’s Residence, were toppled to make way for the future Gregg Museum of Art & Design shortly after construction began on June 8.

In order to lay the foundations for a new 15,000-square-foot wing that will house the museum’s galleries, workrooms, classrooms and permanent collections (which include more than 34,000 objects), and to build a link to Pullen Arts Center and Theatre in the Park, the trees had to go.

Fortunately, long before the trees were cut, extensive plans were drawn up to replace them with new plantings to maintain the site’s mature landscaping. Located near the Memorial Belltower at 1903 Hillsborough Street, the future Gregg will quickly blend with its surroundings as part of a welcoming gateway both to Pullen Park and the oldest parts of the university campus.

Meanwhile, huge sections of the three trees are being saved to be carved into natural seating for the outdoor sculpture garden after the Gregg moves to this new, permanent location in the fall of 2016. They’ll remain a part of the scenery for many years to come.

HOWLING COW

Our State magazine recently put NC State’s Howling Cow at the top of its list of North Carolina ice cream shops to visit! No trip to Talley Student Union is complete without a stop by the Howling Cow ice cream bar in Talley Market (second floor). Howling Cow is made right here on campus from cream produced by NC State’s own dairy cows. Stop in for a scoop in a cup or house-made waffle cone, a milk shake or sundae before or after an ARTS NC STATE event!
#CREATIVESTATE

VIGNETTES

LIFE’S LITTLE DRAMAS, THE WORLD OF PUPPETS AND ILLUSIONS

Puppetry is an age-old art form – examples have been found in Egyptian tombs and miniaturized dramas were popular with the ancient Greeks – but puppets also played a major role in the development of technology and media.

The first–ever televised image (in 1928) was an articulated Felix the Cat. Meanwhile, Howdy Doody was the first program to air five days a week, as well as the first show to be broadcast in color.

Both anticipated today’s interactive video games and computer design. The cultural perceptions revealed by puppets, from the prehistoric belief that inanimate objects possess spirits, to the computer’s ability to create convincingly animated images of inanimate things, offer another way to trace the technological history of humankind.

The Gregg Museum recently acquired an important collection of international puppets gifted by retired commercial artist John C. Henry, including an entire cast of the 19th century English Punch and Judy figures, Indonesian shadow puppets, a Chinese opera troupe, and a large Yayaroba figure from the Bamana tribe of Mali. See all of these and more, on display at D.H. Hill Library through January 4, 2016.

D.H. Hill Library Exhibit Gallery
Hours: The exhibition is open when the library is open.

Visit ncsu.edu/gregg to learn about multiple events related to this exhibition.

HOLIDAY CRAFTS FAIR & SALE

The NC State University Crafts Center presents the 31st Annual Holiday Crafts Fair & Sale, its most eagerly awaited event of the year. What makes this show special is that it features only the work of the Crafts Center’s artists and craftspeople. You’ll find pottery, wood, glass, jewelry, fiber arts and more. Meet the craftspeople and enjoy complimentary refreshments while shopping for unique items for yourself or those special people on your holiday gift list.

Saturday, November 21
10am - 5pm

Each semester, the NC State Crafts Center offers dozens of classes and workshops that are open to both campus and community. Visit ncsu.edu/crafts to learn about opportunities for all skill levels, from beginner to advanced. Classes are offered – though not always available, since many fill quickly! – in various craft media such as pottery, sculpture, photography, woodworking, fiber arts, lapidary, glass, jewelry, metals and more. Explore your creativity!
DANCE PROGRAM FALL CONCERT

The NC State Dance Program educates, empowers and inspires dancers and choreographers to find and express their creative voice. In this program you will find an energetic and diverse community of students, faculty and guest choreographers, who take a content-driven, research-based approach to creating beautiful, meaningful art.

The Dance Program Fall Concert features performances by both student companies – the NCSU Dance Company and Panoramic Dance Project – showcasing the best work of our student dancers and our advanced independent study students.

Wednesday and Thursday, November 11 and 12 at 8pm
Stewart Theatre

NEW WORKS ADDED TO THE STUDENT ART COLLECTION

Two new works of art created by NC State students were recently purchased for the permanent collection and will be displayed in Talley Student Union or selected locations on campus.

On April 7, ARTS NC STATE hosted the 15th annual Student Art Purchase, which, for the first time, was also open to public buyers. Any currently enrolled, full-time NC State student is eligible to submit artwork for judging and possible purchase.

The new pieces of the Talley collection include Fireworks, an acrylic on canvas painting by Claire Hider, sophomore in Fashion and Textile Design; and Fish Out of Water, a clay sculpture with carved details and attachments that was created at the NC State Crafts Center by Wah Tran, a master’s candidate in analytics.

PUPPETS, UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL

Donovan Zimmerman, artistic director of Paperhand Puppet Intervention, presents an interactive performance for all ages. Meet some of the wild and delightful characters from Paperhand’s history, brought to life by an experienced puppeteer. You’ll get to explore the rich traditions of puppetry and mask making, and maybe even get in on the act.

Thursday, November 12 at 6pm
Kennedy-Mclwwe Studio Theatre

Visit ncsu.edu/gregg for details on more events related to the Gregg Museum’s current exhibition, Life’s Little Dramas.
HORSE-DRAWN TRAVELING THEATRE

Like the wandering performers of yore, the puppeteers, musicians, sculptors and dancers of the Rural Academy Theater pull up in a horse-drawn wagon to offer an evening of original outdoor entertainment. With the wagon as their stage, their live show is followed by a healthy dose of classic (bicycle powered) silent cinema, accompanied by the Rural Academy Orkestar. This special (and free) evening of performance under the stars takes place on the Stafford Commons, located on the north side of Talley Student Union. This event is sponsored by ARTS NC STATE and the Gregg Museum, with support from the Arts Village.

Sunday, October 18, 6-8pm

CHARANGA CAROLINA VISITS NC STATE

The NC State Music Department welcomes UNC’s Charanga Carolina, directed by Professor David Garcia, for a lecture-concert that explores the rich history of musical cross-fertilization between Cuba and the United States.

This event will focus on charanga-based music (danzón, chachachá and son) and its popularization in Havana and New York City in the 1950s and 60s. Dr. Garcia notes, “For people who’ve never heard charanga music, even Latin Americans, the one thing they always tell me is they had no idea that Cuban music ever uses violins, and that it sounded pretty classical. It shows them that music from Cuba and throughout Latin America is much more diverse and rich than they realize.”

Join us for this timely look back at a golden era of Cuban dance music, as we enter a new era in American and Cuban political and cultural relations.

Thursday, October 1 at 7pm
Titmus Theatre
NOVEMBER CONCERTS FROM THE RALEIGH CIVIC SYMPHONY AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

The orchestras of NC State University open their second season with conductor Peter Askim at the helm.

Arising from their mission of innovative programming and NC State’s position as a cutting-edge research institution, both the Civic Symphony and Chamber Orchestra will perform the world premiere of a newly composed work on every concert during the 2015-16 season.

First Things First: Composers in Their Twenties Forge Their Own Paths

The Raleigh Civic Chamber Orchestra performs early works of innovative composers – an up close view as they find their voices and assert their place in the musical universe. This concert features the world premiere of award-winning composer Michael-Thomas Foumai’s Music In The High Castle, a dark and compelling tale of an alternate reality that almost was. The program includes the young Debussy’s charming Petite Suite, and music of the ultimate musical revolutionary: Beethoven’s path-breaking Symphony No. 1.

Sunday, November 1 at 4pm
Stewart Theatre

To Dwell Together in Unity: Raleigh Civic Symphony and the NC State Combined Choirs

Joining forces with the choirs of NC State, the Raleigh Civic Symphony performs a program of music sure to inspire, excite and overwhelm with its universal themes, musical beauty and sheer sonic power. Prepare to be moved, challenged and uplifted by a program that includes brand new music by Phil Kline (composer of Nikola Tesla: The Opera), and the works of two of music’s most-loved composers: Richard Wagner (Overture to Die Meistersingers von Nuremberg) and Leonard Bernstein (Chichester Psalms).

Sunday, November 15 at 4pm
Stewart Theatre
A NEW BEAT

Two drumsticks launch a lifetime musical journey for new ARTS NC STATE Executive Director Rich Holly.

It was fall 1962, in the Long Island hamlet of Hicksville, New York. A 6-year-old boy bounded down the stairs of his parents’ Cape Cod-style home, turned left into the living room and stopped dead in his tracks, transfixed by the drummer performing on TV. As the drum solo concluded and the camera shifted to other musicians on the show, the boy turned and asked his father, “Can I get a pair of drumsticks?”

Two days later, on his way home from work, the boy’s father stopped at a music store and bought the pair of sticks. That was the start of a lifelong love affair with drumming for new ARTS NC STATE Executive Director Rich Holly.

So how does an elementary school-aged drummer become an arts administrator?

“When I look back now, I can recall several experiences in my life that contributed to my eventually becoming an arts administrator,” Holly notes. His mother had once served as the administrative assistant to the president of McGraw-Hill Publishing, and she made sure Rich and his sister knew how to budget...
their allowances and organize their desks. When his first rock band – during seventh grade – learned enough tunes to start performing live, Rich volunteered to make the phone calls to book the band.

“Of course, I knew nothing about booking a band,” Rich recalls, “but thankfully the first few places who agreed to hire us had managers who were kind enough to help and to talk me through several of the things we needed to know and think about.”

In addition to playing in rock bands, Rich performed in school concert bands and orchestras throughout his public school years, and along the way participated in visual art classes and acted in two plays. His involvement in his high school student government as well as the officer position he held in his high school’s Tri-M Music Society also provided important experiences that would prove to be valuable in years to come.

Expanding his performing capabilities to a myriad of percussion instruments and music styles during his high school and college years, Holly also became the president of the student association of the Crane School of Music at SUNY Potsdam his senior year, a position through which he interacted with students, faculty and university administrators. “That year was eye-opening and contributed greatly to my starting to think about my career not only as a performer but also including leadership positions.”

Holly’s first foray to North Carolina came as a graduate student, when he was offered and accepted a graduate teaching assistantship in percussion at East Carolina University, where he would be studying with and working alongside the well-respected professor Harold Jones.

“During my undergraduate years at Crane, I had the great fortune to study with Jim Petercsak, who also served as the president of the Percussive Arts Society during my years there,” Rich explains. “Jim recommended I audition for Harold Jones for graduate school, and it was a terrific pairing of major teachers for which I will always be thankful.”

Both Petercsak and Jones encouraged Rich to author articles, and during the fall of his first year in graduate school his first two were published. “Little did I know how important writing skills would be to me later in my career,” he states. Because of his familiarity with the Percussive Arts Society through both of his major professors, Rich also became active in the North Carolina chapter while in graduate school – yet another experience that would help mold the administrator-to-come.

“When I was completing graduate school, I had my eyes set on becoming a college or university percussion professor. That year there were only 14 tenure track percussion positions advertised nationally, and I felt so honored to get one of those,” Holly says. His first position was as Director of Percussion and Jazz at Western State College of Colorado.
“I was very fortunate to have David Sweetkind, the chair of the music department there, as a great friend and mentor,” Rich affirms. However, for a variety of reasons, over the next three years it became clear that in order to advance his career as both a professor and a performer, Rich would need to leave Western State.

“When I decided to apply to jobs in the spring of 1983, there were only five tenure-track percussion positions available,” Rich recalls. “I was extremely humbled and honored to earn the position at the very well-established music school at Northern Illinois University.”

In fact, he liked it so much that he spent the next 32 years at NIU. His first administrative post was in 1995, and, after changing positions every few years, he became the associate dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts in 2001, and completed his time at NIU by serving for the past seven years as the dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts.

“The arts at NIU are incredibly well-respected, and the student body is filled with talented, passionate artists of every ilk,” Holly states. Throughout his academic career, Rich also has remained active in the Percussive Arts Society, holding numerous statewide, national and international elected positions, culminating in serving a two-year term as president of the Percussive Arts Society in 2005 and 2006. His favorite accomplishment during that time was moving the Society’s headquarters to Indianapolis and starting the Rhythm! Discovery Center, now recognized as one of Indianapolis’ top museum and family activity destinations. Rich remains active as a lifetime member of the Board of Advisors and a member of the Council of Past Presidents.

Holly elaborates, “Between my administrative work at NIU, my performing career, and my various positions with the Percussive Arts Society, I have had the great fortune to work with mayors of major cities, ambassadors of several countries, and well-known artists in a variety of genres. I produced a wind ensemble recording series, served as executive producer on a full-length motion picture, and was appointed to and led a variety of arts boards. Truly, I feel blessed each and every day.”

So, what attracted Rich Holly to the position of executive director of ARTS NC STATE?

“Since the late 1990s I have become more and more involved in arts advocacy. I am greatly concerned about the number of school districts each year that must trim their budgets and choose the arts as the first subject to be cut. I am concerned about the lack of government funding for the arts, and what appears to be a general malaise about the arts throughout society today,” Rich explains.

“For the past 35 years I’ve been focused on training the artists of tomorrow. Because ARTS NC STATE does not offer degrees in the arts, but serves, rather, to provide arts fulfillment to students in a wide variety of non-arts majors, I see my role as a tremendous opportunity to also train the audiences, supporters and donors of tomorrow. I’ve been able to see some of the top-flight artistry that these passionate NC State students have displayed and it’s very energizing for me to know that I’ll get to meet and work with many of them.”

Rich also feels lucky to have his office suite in the new Talley Student Union. He describes, “Our location is perfect for us to be able to get out into several portions of the building, where we might provide an arts opportunity or even just to say ‘Hello’ and meet students. It’s a terrific place for us to increase the visibility of the arts at NC State.”

Gary Greene, chair-elect of the Friends of ARTS NC STATE Board of Advisors, offers this welcome: “We are excited about the vision, leadership and artistry that Rich Holly brings with him to ARTS NC STATE. He understands that values, experiences and skills gained by students through exposure to the arts will go on to make a tremendous impact on their lives and future careers. The members of our board look forward to working alongside Rich to support our extraordinary arts programs and further connect both alumni and the Wolfpack community to the incredible artistry of NC State.”
As we return to Stewart Theatre (and the beautiful new Talley Student Union), we are updating our identity. NCSU Center Stage is now NC State LIVE. The new moniker embraces the compelling brand of NC State University and underscores the power and magic of LIVE performance!

**BANDALOOP**  
Thursday & Friday, September 17 & 18 at 8pm  
Stewart Theatre  
A pioneer in vertical dance performance, BANDALOOP seamlessly weaves dynamic physicality, intricate choreography and the art of climbing to turn the dance floor on its side.

**BLACKBIRD, FLY**  
Tuesday & Wednesday, September 22 & 23 at 8pm  
Titmus Theatre  
In a concert for voice, body and strings, Blackbird, Fly weaves together an enduring tapestry of movement, narrative, music and Haitian folklore to engage audiences in dialog about critical questions of our time. Marc Bamuthi Joseph, spoken word; Daniel Bernard Roumain, violin, piano.

**SKIPPYJON JONES, SNOW WHAT**  
Saturday, October 17 at 3pm  
Stewart Theatre (Kidstuff Series)  
Based on the book by Judy Schachner, Skippyjon Jones, Snow What is an enchanting TheatreworksUSA musical about unleashing your powerful imagination and following your dreams.

**THE KENNY BARRON TRIO**  
Saturday, October 24 at 8pm  
Stewart Theatre  
NEA Jazz Master Kenny Barron has an unmatched ability to mesmerize audiences with his elegant piano playing, sensitive melodies and infectious rhythms.

**EMEL MATHLOUTHI**  
Thursday, October 29 at 8pm  
Stewart Theatre  
Tunisian singer, songwriter, guitarist and composer Emel Mathlouthi gained world attention when her 2007 song Kelmti Horra (My Word is Free) was adopted by the Arab Spring revolutionaries on the streets of Tunis and by yearning youth around the Arab world, earning her the nickname “the voice of Tunisian Revolution.” Her gorgeous, intricate sound moves between rock, trip-hop and electronica, all interlaced with classical Arabic tradition.

**A SIMPLE SPACE BY GRAVITY & OTHER MYTHS**  
Thursday, November 5 at 8pm  
Friday, November 6 at 8pm  
Saturday, November 7 at 3pm & 8pm  
Stewart Theatre  
Gravity & Other Myths is one of the most exciting new circus ensembles in Australia, creating work that is highly physical, innovative and unique. A Simple Space is a dizzying collection of works: raw, frantic and honest, performed on a stripped-back stage where seven acrobats are pushed to their physical limits.
DANIEL BERNARD ROUMAIN PERFORMS WITH MARC BAMUTHI JOSEPH IN BLACKBIRD, FLY, SEPTEMBER 22-23 IN TITMUS THEATRE.
ART OF TIME ENSEMBLE
SGT. PEPPER’S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND
Saturday, November 14 at 8pm
Stewart Theatre

Led by internationally-renowned concert pianist Andrew Burashko, Steven Page (founder and former lead of the iconic band Barenaked Ladies) joins an ensemble of singers including Andy Maize (Skydiggers), Glen Phillips (Toad the Wet Sprocket) and Craig Northey (The Odds) in a re-imagining of the Beatles’ groundbreaking album, accompanied by Art of Time’s world class orchestra.

THE SWINGLES
Thursday, December 10 at 8pm
Stewart Theatre

Today’s London-based Swingles are an international a cappella phenomenon – seven young and versatile voices who deliver folk ballads, funk jams and fugues with equal precision and passion.

SPRING 2016 PERFORMANCES

John Pizzarelli ........................................February 6
Yamato – The Drummers of Japan ..........February 20
Kellylee Evans ......................................February 27
Cameron Carpenter .................................March 19
The Very Hungry Caterpillar .................April 3
Contra-Tiempo – Urban Latin Dance Theatre...........April 9
Acoustic Africa with Habib Koité & Vusi Mahlasela ...............April 16

FOR TICKETS
919.515.1100 and ncsu.edu/arts

LEARN MORE AND CONNECT!
live.arts.ncsu.edu
facebook.com/NCStateLIVE
@NCStateLIVE
RETURN TO TALLEY

After more than two years, NC State’s performing arts programs are back home.

BY RACHEL HEALY

When NC State LIVE kicks off its current season this September, the performers will be dancing off the walls. Literally.

BANDALOOP, a California-based aerial dance group, will rappel off the walls of Talley Student Union’s new four-story atrium. Then they’ll move the performance to the newly reopened Stewart Theatre, also inside Talley.

It’s a fitting homecoming for the freshly renamed NC State LIVE (formerly NCSU Center Stage), whose two-and-a-half-year exile from Talley just came to an end. Now, with the gravity-defying work of BANDALOOP, they’ll get liberal use of the upgraded space.

“There is work that’s on the stage as well, so it’s a mix of aerial and ground work,” says Sharon Moore, director of NC State LIVE. “It’s just graceful and beautiful.”

Graceful and beautiful could also describe the newly renovated Talley. Completed in two phases over five years, the $120 million project added eclectic dining options, a two-story bookstore and plenty of lounge areas – and a ton of light and spaciousness to the decades-old building.

In 2013, amid Phase II renovations, NC State LIVE, the Dance Program, the Gregg Museum of Art & Design and University Theatre were displaced, temporarily setting up offices in various buildings throughout campus.

The Talley they left was hardly a hub of student and cultural activity.

“Before the renovation [it] would be pretty dead,” Moore says. “There was just no reason to come. The amount of dining options was very minimal.”

Leaving Talley also meant leaving Stewart Theatre, the long-time performing space for NC State LIVE, University Theatre, Dance Program and Music Department events. The theatre, which seats more than 750 people, was being renovated along with the rest of the building.

Left without a large theatre to hold performances, the arts programs did one of the things they do best: They improvised. ▶
Thompson Hall, just down the street from Talley, provided two recently renovated theatres for the exiled arts programs. The 192-seat Titmus Theatre and 102-seat Kennedy-McIlwee Studio Theatre had been used for smaller University Theatre productions, but during this time they also hosted more Music Department, Dance Program and NC State LIVE performances than in prior years.

“We dropped a show specifically so we wouldn’t be tying up [the theatres] every night,” says John McIlwee, director of University Theatre. “It was very crowded – and kind of exciting – for that time we were out.”

NC State LIVE ventured beyond the campus when Stewart was closed, bringing the Turtle Island Quartet and Nellie McKay to Fletcher Opera Theater in downtown Raleigh and partnering with the Meredith College dance program to present a dance company from Chicago. They even used Talley’s new ballroom (which opened in Phase I of the construction) for three concerts, ranging from percussion-driven Afro-Cuban music to Ukrainian punk-folk and hot trad jazz.

However, Stewart Theatre was never far from their hearts, Moore says.

“Every time we see people [they say], ‘When is Stewart coming back? When will we be back in the theatre?’”

The reopening of Stewart is more than a logistical problem solved. As the performing home of NC State dancers, musicians, actors, singers and other artists since 1972, it’s part of the institutional memory of ARTS NC STATE.

Rising junior and University Theatre actor Areon Mobasher has been inside Stewart but has not yet performed there. He acknowledges there’s something special about the theatre.

“I felt like I was a part of something, just by being in that room,” he says.

University Theatre’s first production in Stewart this season is a major one: *Fiddler on the Roof*.

“It’s such a big iconic show, and in a theatre that’s been a home to so many people over the past few decades – I think it’s just going to be a wonderful experience,” Mobasher says.

Having access to Stewart again, McIlwee says, supports University Theatre’s mission of making the theatrical experience available to everyone on campus – whether it’s through acting, directing or learning the technical aspects of a production.

“It gives our students a real step up in a learning experience for a larger venue, so that during their college career, they can get everything. …There is more costume design, there is more lighting design, there are usually more people. It just has a different energy.”

**With the makeover,** Stewart’s appearance matches the new Talley – a space that’s bright, open and full of energy.

“The main lobby, the grand staircase, the entrance and feel coming into the facility is completely different from coming into the old Talley,” says Tim Hogan, director of University Student Centers.

Stewart’s upgrades reflect this, he says.

Cinderblock walls have been covered by drywall and fresh paint. New carpet has been laid and a new ceiling put in. Acoustic panels were added to the vestibules on both sides of the theatre, helping to keep out unwanted noise. Return audiences may notice new seats that offer more padding and legroom. The upgraded handrails are curved, providing a more comfortable grip for those who need it.

With its steep seating angle (the “rake”) and a stage that’s surrounded by the audience on three sides (a “thrust stage”), the venue is both intimate and grand.

“I think it is one of the best concert spaces in Triangle,” Moore says. “We say it and it sounds trite, but there is not a bad seat in the house.”
Just outside the theatre, the space is inviting and modern. A staircase that had been inconveniently located between Stewart’s two entrances has been replaced with an elegant display case, allowing patrons to cross easily between the two doors. An adjacent terrace features outdoor seating and an environmentally friendly green roof.

For the audience, catching a show at Talley means more than merely enjoying the comfort of a refurbished theatre. A wide range of dining options are available, from the international food stations at One Earth World Cuisine to the fresh salad, sandwiches and wraps at Jason’s Deli. Guests can eat at the restaurant, on the Stewart Theatre terrace or in the lobby seating area.

After the show, patrons can enjoy Howling Cow ice cream – included in Our State magazine’s list of most delicious ice creams in North Carolina – at Talley Market, or a coffee at Starbucks or Port City Java.

For those who want to get a meal after a show, 1887 Bistro is open for late-night dinner and dessert from 9 pm to midnight seven days a week.

With two terraces and ample lounge areas, guests can comfortably socialize before or after a show. A self-guided tour of Talley will reveal a variety of student art on display, acquired through the ARTS NC STATE Student Art Purchase program. (See Student Art Brings Talley’s Walls to Life, page 32.)

Talley, of course, is not a typical performing arts venue. It’s a cultural and social hub for the NC State community – and that makes it special for both the patrons and the arts programs.

Being in Talley again, McIlwee says, “puts us back in the thick of all the activities that are associated with student extracurricular.”

“It’s a spirit of community that’s palpable, Moore says. “It’s energizing and reaffirming for this campus, to have created a space that truly is a hearth and embraces people and invites them in to spend time. That’s really what student centers and student unions were all meant to be.”

**BANDALOOP** performs September 17 and 18 at 8 pm, and University Theatre’s production of **Fiddler on the Roof** runs September 30 through October 4. Both shows are in Stewart Theatre at the Talley Student Union. To see the full ARTS NC STATE calendar, visit ncsu.edu/arts

Rachel Healy is a freelance writer and editor in Raleigh.

---

**Historical Notes**

Originally named the University Student Center when it opened in 1972, the building now known at the Talley Student Union replaced the Erdahl-Cloyd Student Union (renovated to become the west wing of D.H. Hill Library and the Atrium) as the campus student center.

- A three-story addition to house the Visual Arts Center (now the Gregg Museum of Art & Design) was completed in August 1991. Construction is underway to create a permanent new home for the Gregg Museum on the site of the historic Chancellor’s Residence on Hillsborough Street.
- In 1998, NC State University renamed the student center in honor of Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Emeritus Dr. Banks C. Talley, Jr., acknowledging his profound impact on the university and the arts community at large.
- Stewart Theatre was named in honor of James Jackson Stewart, Jr., Dean of Student Affairs from 1954 to 1969, and was dedicated during a ceremony in April 1973.
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS,
SPRING 2015

PHOTO BY RON FOREMAN
University Theatre
2015–2016 Season
We open the new season in Stewart Theatre – our first performance there in three years!

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
September 30 - October 4
Stewart Theatre
A poor dairyman, with the help of a colorful and tight-knit Jewish community, Tevye tries to protect his five daughters while instilling traditional values in the face of changing social mores and the growing anti-Semitism of Czarist Russia. Fiddler’s universal theme of tradition cuts across barriers of race, class, nationality and religion – leaving audiences crying tears of laughter, joy and sadness.
Music by Jerry Brock with lyrics by Sheldon Harnick. Book by Joseph Stein.

DUCK HUNTER SHOOTS ANGEL
October 21 - November 1
Kennedy-McIlwee Studio Theatre
The uproarious story of two bumbling Alabama brothers who have never shot a duck but think they shot an angel. They’re chased by a cynical tabloid journalist and a reluctant photographer who don’t believe any of it until feathers, wings and a tiara are discovered along the way. Hailed by audiences as a “rare comedy with a surprisingly heartfelt lesson.”
By Mitch Albom.
ANON(YMOUS)
November 12 - 22
Titmus Theatre
Separated from his mother, a young refugee journeys through the United States, encountering a wide variety of people in search of his family. From a sinister one-eyed butcher, beguiling barflies, to a sweatshop, Anon must navigate the chaotic, ever-changing landscape in this entrancing adaptation of Homer’s *Odyssey*. By Naomi Iizuka.

LEADING LADIES
February 11 - 21
Titmus Theatre
In this hilarious comedy by the author of *Lend Me A Tenor* and *Moon Over Buffalo*, two English Shakespearean actors, Jack and Leo, find themselves so down on their luck that they are performing “Scenes from Shakespeare” on the Moose Lodge circuit in the Amish country of Pennsylvania. When they hear that an old lady in York, PA is about to die and leave her fortune to her two long lost English nephews, they resolve to pass themselves off as her beloved relatives and get the cash. The trouble is, when they get to York, they find out that the relatives aren’t nephews, but nieces! By Ken Ludwig.

DR. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
April 7 - 17
Titmus Theatre
On the fog-bound streets of Victorian-era London, Henry Jekyll’s experiments with exotic “powders and tinctures” have brought forth his other self — Edward Hyde. Now, two sides battle each other in a deadly game of cat-and-mouse to determine who shall be the master and who the slave in this new and shocking version of Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic tale of depravity, lust, love and horror. Adapted by Jeffrey Hatcher.

FOR TICKETS
919.515.1100 and ncsu.edu/arts

LEARN MORE AND CONNECT!
ncsu.edu/theatre
facebook.com/ncstateuniversitytheatre
@NCSUTheatre

YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH YOU,
FALL 2014
LATE NIGHT JAZZ CLUB

Present your show ticket stub to your server for HALF OFF ANY DESSERT. Offer must be redeemed same day as show.

Irregardless Café and Catering
www.irregardless.com
901 W Morgan St, Raleigh NC

A Graceful Portrait of Southern Elegance.

Raleigh’s newest ‘Inside the Beltline’ Venue for Weddings, Corporate & Social Events

~ ON-SITE PARKING ~ HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE

irregardless CAFE & CATERING
Irregardless Café and Catering
www.irregardless.com
901 W Morgan St, Raleigh NC

Present your show ticket stub to your server for HALF OFF ANY DESSERT. Offer must be redeemed same day as show.
ANTHONY CASALETTO
B.A., ARTS APPLICATIONS
BLUE NARCOTIC
ACRYLIC ON CANVAS
2009

FROM THE PERMANENT COLLECTION OF THE GREGGS MUSEUM OF ART & DESIGN
Student Art Brings Talley’s Walls to Life

By Brent Winter

You know the feeling: You’ve moved all your stuff into a new home, and you’ve unpacked the boxes and put away your clothes, and there’s food in the fridge and sheets on the bed – but you don’t feel fully moved in until you’ve hung pictures on the walls.

Now the newly renovated Talley Student Union has that fully-moved-in feeling, thanks to some talented NC State student artists whose work adorns the building’s walls.

“People who’ve been working in the building since before we hung the art have stopped me in the hallways to tell me they can’t believe how much the art brings the building to life,” says Amy Sawyers, coordinator of arts outreach for ARTS NC STATE. The art hanging on Talley’s walls was purchased by ANCS through its student art purchase program. ANCS keeps some of its purchased student art in a collection held in storage; much of the rest of it is on display in Talley.

Student art was first displayed in the old Talley...
building beginning in 2001 when Alex Miller, then the vice provost of ARTS NC STATE, decided there was a need for a visible legacy of student art that any student could contribute to and that all of campus could enjoy. That decision led to the creation of the ANCS student art purchase, an annual event in which students are given one day in the spring to submit their artwork for possible purchase by ANCS to add to its collection. Students drop their work off at a central location in the morning; that afternoon, a selection committee evaluates the art, and in the evening the submitting artists are notified which pieces have been chosen for purchase.

Many of the works purchased by ANCS will hang on the walls inside Talley. Since the program began, ANCS has purchased 129 pieces of student art, 55 of which are hanging in the student union. More than 50 other pieces purchased through the program are on display at other student centers on campus, including Witherspoon and the Crafts Center.

When the renovation of Talley began, the art had to be taken down and placed in storage, which made a new problem apparent to Sawyers: If ANCS kept purchasing six to 12 pieces of student art per year, as it had done since the program was launched, soon they would run out of places to hang or store the artworks. “Also, we’d been getting inquiries from faculty and staff asking if they could be allowed to purchase student art too,” she says. In light of those considerations, in 2015 the decision was made to throw the student art purchase open to the entire community for the first time.

“We ran the 2015 purchase event like a pop-up...
gallery in Talley Phase I, which had just opened up,” Sawyers says. “We had good attendance, and the artists sold over $3,000 worth of art that day.” Patrons of the program buy the art directly from the artist, so 100 percent of the purchase price goes straight into the student’s pocket.

ANCS will continue making the annual student art purchase open to the whole community. For the next event, which will take place in April 2016, ANCS plans to make photographs of all the items available online so customers can evaluate the works before they go to the sale location. The days and hours of the event will also be expanded so more customers can attend.

“ARTS NC STATE can only buy so many artworks per year, but a member of the public might come along and see something we couldn’t buy and decide they really want it,” Sawyers says. “We want them to have that opportunity, and for the student to have the opportunity to sell their art and see it go out in the world.”

In the run-up to the opening of Talley Phase II this year, Sawyers asked the facilities committee of the Student Centers board of directors to evaluate all the artworks in the ANCS collection and choose which pieces they wanted to come out of storage to hang in the new Talley. When Phase II opened in June, Sawyers worked with student interns and professional art installers from the Gregg Museum to get the chosen works up onto the walls.

“One thing we learned right away when the art went up is that this building supports art being hung on the walls so much more than the old Talley did,” Sawyers says. “People who had seen the pieces before in the old Talley say they almost seem like new pieces of art now. The walls here almost act as a sort of canvas or frame for the art. Art can breathe in this space.”

ANCS is planning on having a reception in Talley where all the student artists whose art is hanging in the new building are invited to return to campus over homecoming weekend this fall.

One of those who’ll be invited back is alumna Alyssa Hinton, who sold a photo composite print to the ANCS student art purchase program in 2009 when she was studying fiber arts in the College of Design. “I wanted the piece to portray the sense of movement, syncopation and rhythm of this dancer who is an old friend of mine,” Hinton says. “I’m now a digital media teacher in Durham Public Schools, and I’ll actually be using this piece as a template to inspire my students to do a music-related digital collage.”

It’s not just students in design and the arts who sell artworks through the ANCS program, Sawyers observes. “Our mantra is ‘the arts are for everyone,’” she says, “so we reach out to let all students on campus know about this.”

Jonathan Young, a freshman philosophy major who switched to mechanical engineering before graduating from NC State, was one of those non-arts students who contributed to the student art purchase program. While still a freshman, he sold a photograph to the program.

“It was one of the first photographs I took where I felt a real sense of accomplishment,” Young says. He now serves as operations coordinator for the Community Empowerment Fund.

The next time you head to Talley for lunch, coffee, a meeting or an event, take a moment to slow down and absorb the artworks hanging on the walls as you pass by them.

“It’s been a joy to watch staffers and students peering around the corners and discovering the art as it goes up, or to see a student standing in front of a painting, staring at it, engaging with it,” Sawyers says. ●

This article was originally published at news.ncsu.edu.
Artwork photos by Roger Winstead
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**LEADER**
($20,000 & above)

- Robert & Judy Abee
- Estate of Valeria Adams
- Richard Axtell
- Tom Cabaniss
- The Family of Lynn Jones Ennis
- Bing & Carol Sizemore
- The Family of Lynn Jones Ennis
- Bing & Carol Sizemore
- The Family of Lynn Jones Ennis
- Bing & Carol Sizemore

**VISIONARY**
($10,000-$19,999)

- Estate of Joan Mills Busko
- Michael & Joan* Mills Busko
- Susan Frazier
- John & Bessie Gregg
- Matthew & Ruth Keen
- Jerry & Mary Cynthia Monday
- David S. Thompson
- Douglas Witcher

**BENEFACtor**
($5,000-$9,999)

- Hoyt Bailey
- Peaches Gunter Blank
- Robert & Mary Charles Boyette
- Franklin & Carson Brice
- William & Ann Collins
- Richard & Marlene Daugherty
- Charles & JoAnne Dickinson

**CONNOISSEUR**
($2,500-$4,999)

- John & Sabra Andrews
- David & Laura Brody
- John W. Carr & Kay Kaiser
- Joan DeBruin
- Lynn & Faye Eury
- Hal & Patsy Hopfenberg
- Louis & Sherry Hunt
- Jerry & Nina Jackson
- John & Jane Kanipe
- Bill & Melanie Knight
- Mimi McKinney
- Wade & Kathy Reese
- Tom & Judy Stafford
- Bud Whitmeyer & Rebecca Merril
- Randy & Susan Woodson
- George & Reba Worsley

**PATRON**
($1,000-$2,499)

- Dudley & Lisa Anderson
- Anonymous
- Robert Auman & Agnes Marshall
- Kim & Roselyn Batcheller
- Elizabeth Bell
- Jennie Breline
- Diane Boone
- Henry & Sory Bovers
- Bruce & Kelly Branson
- Wade & Brenda Brickhouse
- Eugene Brown & Penelope Gallins
- Richard & Suzy Bryant
- Peter & Patricia Celestini
- Marion Church
- Thomas & Virginia Church
- David & Carroll Clancy
- John Coggin
- Robert Cooper & Sharon Perry
- Gregory & Martha Crampton
- Anne Prince Cuddy
- Phyllis Darby
- William Ellison & Kathleen Brown
- Ronald G. Ellis, Jr.
- Larry Ennis
- Annabelle Fetterman
- Allin & Barbara Foulkrod
- Roland & Jill Gammon
- Charles & Kate Green
- Gary & Julie Greene
- Robert & Linda Grewe
- Kevin & Brenda Hamm
- Lanny & Susanne Harer
- Kyle Held & Jennifer Doorey
- Molly Held
- Joseph & Sonia Herson
- Roxanne Hicklin
- Margaret Holding
- M. J. Holland
- James & Ann Horner
- Lou Johanson
- Bobby & Claudia Kading
- Robert & Donna Kanich
- Robert & Amy Lark
- Tom Lee & Hiller Spires
- Richard Manley
- James & Marshall Marchman
- Ashley & Christine Menges
- Paul & Martha Michaels
- Daniel & Elizabeth Page
- John & Lynette Parker
- Jerome & Penny Parneil
- Margaret Peck
- James & Ann Peden
- Richard & Mary Phillips
- Ward & Charlotte Purington
- Michael & Kathleen Rieder
- Tom & June Robberg
- Chandler & Meredith Rose
- Wiliard Ross
- Roby & Amber Sawyers
- Nora Shepard
- Ronald Sherwood
- William & Catherine Singer
- Jennette Skinner
- Milton & Julia Smith
- Lee & Margaret Smither
- William & LaRose Spooner
- Sam & Mary Stairng
- Paul Tesar & Sally Shuler
- James & Cathy Ward
- Lane & Linda Wharton
- Suzanne Whitney
- Richard Wiersma
- Mason & Catherine Williams
- Larry & Judith Wilson
- Frederick & Elaine Wood
- Smedes & Rosemary York
- Henry & Martha Zaytoun

While we make every effort to be accurate and thorough, it is possible to accidentally omit or misspell a name. Please contact Mona Fitzpatrick at 919.515.6160 with any additions or corrections.
SPONSOR
($500-$999)

Richard & Pamela Bostic
Bob & Mary Brantley
Bruce & Wanda Brown
David & Donna Bryant
Johnny Burleson & Walter Clark
Leonard & Amy Bush
Hadley & Cameron Callaway
Marvin & Mary Chaney
Janice Christensen
Janet Christenson
Terry & Nancy Cox
Elizabeth Fetters
Rob Hazelgrove & Dan McLawhorn
David & Margaret Hensler
Mark & Carol Hewitt
Angela Hodge
Zelle Jackson
William Johnson
Aaron & Laura Kahn
Hans Kelliner & Ruth Gross
Adrian & Marcia Lund
Roger & Manley & Theadora Brack
Gilbert & Victoria McCrea
Richard & Phyllis Parker
Ofer Plotnik & Laurie Reinhardt-Plotnik
Earl Pulliam & Susan Holton
Bill Savage & Mary Losik
Philip & Elise Stiles
Samuel & Joyce Terry
Eunice Toussaint
Thomas & Cynthia Troxbridge
Lawrence & Frances Twisdale
Jennifer Viets
John & Terry Wall
Shannon White
Melissa Zeph

FRIEND
($250-$499)

Dorothy Adams
Jeremy & Alexandra Black
Robert & Carol Black
Wanda Borrelli
David & Shawn Brewster
Raymond & Kymbra Bryan
Daniel & Daven Carter
John Chisnell & Margaret Daub
David & Lee Crawford
William & Betty Daniel
Paul & Karen Davis
Risa Ellowich
Gregory & Julie Florin
Thomas & Betty Gilmore
Charles Green
Peter Green
Thomas Grzebien
Avni & Hassan
Mark & Sheila Holman
Bernard & Patricia Hyman
Steven & Carolyn Jackson
Kukorovski
William & Pamela Lamason
Charles & Wanda Leffler
Samuel & Judy Lovelace
John & Lucinda MacKethan
David Mansfield & Liz McFarlane Mansfield
Richard & Carole Marcotte
Blase Masini & Donald McCray
Joseph & Mary Matza
Katherine Mauney
William Midyette
John Milhauser
Jonathan & Lingyun Parati
Nicole Peterson
William & Teresa Pownall
Barbara Prillaman
Carol Rahmani
Michael & Elizabeth Ross
Thomas Sayre
Rodney Swink & Juanita Shearer-Swink
Alford Tector

CONTRIBUTOR
($100-$249)

Ellen Adelman
Lynn & Mary Aiken
David & Diane Alor
Donald & Stephanie Alm
Jeffery & Kristine Alpi
Jay Althouse & Sally Albrecht
Andrew & Sarah Ammons
Andrew & Elizabeth Arrowood
Charles & Sissy Ashby
Graham Auman
Bryan & Carol Aupperle
Donald & Linda Barker
Jon & Kathryn Bartley
Marc Baylin
Clarence & Barbara Beaver
Clarence & Carol Beaver
Anna Bigelow
Mark & Dawn Boettiger
Michael & Noni Bohonak
Marshall & Jeanine Bost
Jeffery & Jill Braden
Steven Bralove
Robert & Aleta Braun
Jeffrey & Margie Brooks
Keith Brown
Wilfred & Barbara Buffaloe Ownen & Roshera Bugge
James & Marvis Byrd
Michael & Regina Carpenter
Crystal Carter
Robert Chapman & Mary Lovelock
Tyler Clayton
Christopher Cline
Gerald & Sandra Cobb
Thomas & Frances Coggin

James Trotter & Jaye Day-Trotter
William & Marian Troxler
Caroline Hickman Vaughan
George & Patricia Wallace
Billy Warden & Lucy Inman
Joyce Williamson
Louise Wurst

R. STANHOPE PULLEN SOCIETY

The R. Stanhope Pullen Society was created in 1993 and recognizes alumni and friends who invest in the future of the university through any type of deferred gifts. ARTS NC STATE would like to recognize Pullen Society members who have designated support for our arts programs.

David & Allison Coggins
Joseph & Sharon Colson
Victor Cononi
Randall Corn
Michele Gibson
Hurt Covington
Michael & Jennifer Cox
Alexander & Jennifer Credle
Marcus & Margo Crotts
Thomas & Mary Cunningham
Thomas & Debra Cutran
Richard & Emily Currin
Dennis Daley
Ralph Daniel
Lucy Daniels
Sidney & Sara Davenport
Michael & Terry Davis
James & Kathryn Deal
Stephen Dean & Patricia Amend
Robert & Elizabeth Dean
Alexander & Linda De Grand
Mark Dodd & Mary Peloquin-Dodd
Dale & Virgil Dodson
Gail Duncan
Jeffrey & Linsey Dyson
Shawn Eaton
Robert & Aleta Ebendorf
Barbara Ellertson
Donald Ellison & Marty Baird
Larry & Cindy English
Christopher & Cathy Evans
Marvin & Gail Everett
Michael Faggart
Alvin & Sara Fargo
Charles Farinholt
Winfield & Margaret Farthing
Gonzalo & Maria Fernandez
Gregory & Kathy Fishel
John & Jo Ann Fisher
John Fletcher
Charles Forester
Tommy & Janet Foster
Barbara Freedman
Curtis & Barbara Freeze
John & Jennifer Fuller
Kevin Gates
Ladnor & Shirley Geissinger
Roy & Carole Goforth
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Scott & Elizabeth Showalter
Gerald & Mary Sibrack
William & Elizabeth Simmons
Brian & Kathy Sischo
Larisa Stark
Eric Smith & Cynthia Holding-Smith
Ryan & Kathryn Snead
Ronald & Heather Spivey
Stanley & Doris Stager
Irwin Stern
Ian & Sarah Stubbs
Mary Suratt
John & Rebecca Swanson
Anne Thomas
George & Christina Thomas
Gregory & Amie Thompson
Carol Toomajian
William & Jane Tucker
Henry & Elizabeth Turlington
Bruce & Annmarie Tuttle
Genia Bone Tyson
Tepepi Umento
Craig & Lynn Unwin
Robert Upchurch
Nicholas & Margaret Ursini
Roy & Cynthia Vestal
George & Mary Wahl
Haley Wells
Hilary Whittaker
William & Suzanne Wicker
Deborah Wilson
Richard & Amy Woynicz
Yuntian Zhu
Gregory Ziglar

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

1789 Questers
Altria Group
Bailey Endowment
B&BT
Beech Grove Plantation
Boeing Company
Bryan Commercial Properties
Daughters of the American Revolution
Dover Foundation
Duke Energy Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Fox Family Foundation
Frameworks Gallery and Frame Design
GE Foundation
Genworth Financial
GlaxoSmithKline
IBM Corporation
JustGive
Lubo Fund
Lund Fetterman Family Foundation
MeadWestvaco Foundation
Microsoft Corporation
Mills Family Foundation
Morgan Stanley
MU BETA PSI
National Christian Foundation
Norfolk Southern Corporation
O’ North State Knitting Guild
Plant City Animal Hospital
Provantage
Raytheon Company
Renaissance Charitable Foundation
Sir Walter Cabinet
Smart Choice
State Employees Combined Campaign
T. Rowe Price Program for Charitable Giving
Tarheel Gem & Mineral Club
The Brody Brothers Foundation
Titmus Foundation
Trina Potter’s Guild
Triangle Community Foundation
Trust
Twisted Threads Fiber Arts Guild
United Way Tar River Region
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Wells Fargo Foundation
Windgate Charitable Foundation
Xerox Corporation

GIFTS IN KIND

LEADER
($20,000 & above)

Jennifer Gittins-Harfst
Tom & Charlotte Newby

BENEFACTOR
($5,000-$9,999)

Bernard & Patricia Hyman
Henry Johnston
Michael & Linda Keefe

CONNOISSEUR
($2,500-$4,999)

Muriel Arlin
Joy Baker
James Denney & Daniel Ellison
Debra Doyle
Harriet Herring
Kirsten Jackson
Roger Manley & Theadora Brack
Frank Stewart
Michael Stokoskop & Suzanne Kennedy-Stoskopf
Anthony Ulinski & Kim Church
Stephen & Charlotte Wainwright
Helen White

PATRON
($1,000-$2,499)

Reed & Elizabeth Altman
Roger & Rhoda Berkowitz
Eric Brill
Walter & Ann Daniel
Danielle Greene
Karen Havighurst
Janet Kagan
Susan Kofsky
Patricia Law
Elizabeth Matheson
Banks & Louise Talley

SPONSOR
($500-$999)

Jane Hall
Jayme Mellema
Margaret Park
Anne Thomas

FRIEND
($250-$499)

Russell Flinchum
Mary Leonard
Paul & Rebecca Nagy
Diane Pulley

CONTRIBUTOR
($100-$249)

Lisa Danker
Henri Dawkins
Ronald & Mary Falciani
Charles & Kate Green
David Greene
Jane Hoppin
Christopher Leazer & Heath Ramsey
Margaret Link
David & Mary Rendleman
Lin & Mette Schladeviler
Joan Spiegel
Sally Ullman
Mary Victor

SUPPORTER
($50-$99)

Lynda Clark
Marvin & Cindy Malecha
Jean Merritt
John & Susan Stone
SCHOLARSHIPS & ENDOWMENTS

Named Scholarships & Endowments may be established with a minimum commitment of $25,000 and may honor or memorialize an individual or family member while supporting arts initiatives such as student scholarships, programmatic support and collections.

ABB Inc. Arts Outreach Endowment
Judy C. Abee Marching Band Endowment
Patricia H. Adams Scholarship
Donald and Maryann Bitzer Theater Achievement Awards Endowment
Brenda E. and W. Wade Brickhouse Fine Craft Collection Endowment
Carey & Neita Bostian Music Endowment
Henry & Sony Bowers Arts Endowment
Bruce T. Brown Marching Band Endowment
Charlotte V. Brown Museum Endowment
Raymond A. Bryan, Jr. Jazz Endowment
Curtis R. Craver Clarinet Scholarship
Dr. Eloise A. Cofer Arts Endowment
Margaret Price Corcoran Marching Band Scholarship
Mildred J. Davis Museum Endowment
Ronald G. Ellis & Earl Lynn Roberson Scholarship
Annabelle Lundy Fetterman Symphony Concertmaster Endowment
Fox Family Foundation Crafts Center Endowment
John N. & Nancy C. Gregg Museum Endowment
Dewey M. Griffith Marching Band Endowment
Dr. Frank M. Hammond Endowment for Musicianship & Outstanding Leadership
Glenn S. Harman & Miniam Bailey Gardner Choral Accompanist Scholarship Endowment
Glenn S. Harman & Kay Crawford Johnson Double-Reed Scholarship Endowment
Horton Fellowship Endowment Fund
Amelia E. Hunter Choral Leadership Endowment
ITG Norma Ausley Memorial Endowment
The Suzanne Kennedy-Stoskopf Endowment for Creativity in the Performing Arts
The Lattice Endowment for the Performing Arts
James and Eileen Leceo Ethnic Art Collection Endowment
Sheila Margaret Lund Endowment
Jim Marchman Marching Band Endowment
Toni Christine Masini Memorial Scholarship
John C. McIlwee Theatre Endowment
John Menapace Photography Endowment
N. Alexander Miller III Arts Endowment
Sharon Herr Moore Center Stage Endowment
NCSU Pipes and Drums Scholarship
Barbara G. & Hayne Palmour III Museum Endowment
James M. Poyner Visiting Artist Endowment
Kimberly Tittmus Przybyl Music Endowment
Lew & Billie Rentel ARTS NC STATE Scholarship
Lew & Billie Rentel Museum Enhancement Endowment
Lew & Billie Rentel Thompson Building Endowment
Reynolds Music Performance Scholarship
Alby Rose Marching Band Scholarship
Stafford Endowment for ARTS NC STATE Student Travel
Banks & Louise Talley Arts Endowment
Banks C. Talley Jr. Arts Endowment for the
Frank Thompson Building
Brita M. Tate Memorial Endowment
Martha Emerson Upchurch Performing Arts Endowment
Wachovia Endowment for the Visual & Performing Arts
Randall & Susan Ward ARTS NC STATE Scholarship
Randall & Susan Ward Museum Endowment
Dr. Elmer R. White Trumpet Scholarship
Mary Lib Wood Endowment for the Visual & Performing Arts

EX-OFFICIO

Dan Ellison, President, Friends of the Gregg
Rich Holly, Executive Director, ARTS NC STATE

Christina Menges, Director, Development, ARTS NC STATE
Mona Fitzpatrick, Program Associate, Development, ARTS NC STATE
Mitchell Moravec, NC State Student Senate Representative
Mackenzie Raymond, NC State Student Representative

FRIENDS of ARTS NC STATE
2015-2016 BOARD OF ADVISORS

OFFICERS
Bing Sizemore, Chair
Gary Greene, Chair-Elect

MEMBERS
Bruce Branson
Tom Cabaniss
Jim Clark
John Coggin
Paul Fomberg
Allin Foulkrod
Bernard Hyman
Sharon Perry
Kimberly Przybyl
Meredith Rose
Hiller Spires
Tom Stafford
Linda Wharton
Helen White

#CREATIVESTATE
TALLEY STUDENT UNION

**Floor 1**
- Starbucks

**Floor 2**
- Jason’s Deli
- Los Lobos Mexican Grill
- One Earth World Cuisine
- Port City Java
- Red Sky Pizza Company
- Talley Market
  (Howling Cow & Yates Mill Bakery)
- Tuffy’s Diner

**Floor 3**
- 1887 Bistro

NEAR CAMPUS

- David’s Dumpling & Noodle Bar
  1900 Hillsborough St
  919.239.4536
- Mitch’s Tavern
  2426 Hillsborough St
  919.821.7771
- Players Retreat
  105 Oberlin Rd
  919.755.9589

CAMERON VILLAGE

- Brixx Wood Fired Pizza
  402 Oberlin Rd
  919.723.9370
- Cameron Bar & Grill
  2018 Clark Ave
  919.755.2231
- Faire
  2130 Clark Ave
  919.307.3583
- Sugarland
  2031 Cameron St
  919.838.2100

**Tazza Kitchen**
432 Woodburn Rd
919.835.9463

**Tupelo Honey**
425 Oberlin Rd
919.723.9353

**Village Draft House**
428 Daniels St
919.833.1373

DOWNTOWN

**Beasley’s Chicken + Honey**
200 South Wilmington St
919.322.0127

**The Borough**
317 West Morgan St
919.832.8433

**Busy Bee Café**
225 South Wilmington St
919.424.7817

**Capital Club 16**
16 West Martin St
919.747.9345

**Chuck’s**
237 South Wilmington St
919.322.0216

**Fiction Kitchen**
428 South Dawson St
919.831.4177

**Five Star Restaurant**
511 West Hargett St
919.833.3311

**Flying Saucer**
328 West Morgan St
919.821.7468

**Gravy**
135 South Wilmington St
919.896.8513

**Humble Pie**
317 South Harrington St
919.829.9222

**Irregardless Café**
901 West Morgan St
919.833.8898

**The Oxford**
319 Fayetteville St
919.832.6622

**The Pit**
328 West Davie St
919.890.4500

**Poole’s Downtown Diner**
426 South McDowell St
919.832.4477

**The Raleigh Times Bar**
14 East Hargett St
919.833.0999

**Second Empire**
330 Hillsborough St
919.829.3663

**Sitti**
137 South Wilmington St
919.239.4070

**Taverna Agora**
326 Hillsborough St
919.881.8333

**Trophy Brewing Company**
827 West Morgan St
919.803.4849
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A CLIMATE CONTROLLED ATTIC OF CURIOSITIES

BY ROGER MANLEY

The Smithsonian Institution half jokingly, half proudly refers to itself as “the nation’s attic,” for, like any attic, it is full of objects that rarely see the light of day.

However, there are a number of key differences between any good museum and most folks’ attics. Climate control is one; museum objects are kept at a constant temperature and humidity in acid-free surroundings to preserve them as long as possible. Careful tracking is another; everything in a museum collection is numbered and documented so it can be located as quickly as possible. There is no point keeping things if no one can find them for research and teaching, for those are, after all, the main activities of a museum.

Still, there are similarities between museums and attics. Both are full of things considered too important, too potentially useful, too full of memories (or “history,” if the memories are those of a whole group), or just too curious and interesting to be discarded.

NC State’s Gregg Museum has its share of objects in all these categories. Among the vast range of objects professors often in teaching – ethnographic textiles, archaeological artifacts, examples of industrial design – are one-of-a-kind items that may eventually prove useful, if it’s hard to see why just yet: a brown Qing Dynasty robe from the Chinese imperial family; an Irish dance costume made entirely of duct tape; a large portion of the golden damask curtain from the 1880s Metropolitan Opera House; a series of sculptures carved from guns confiscated at California crime scenes; even a pair of elbow-length gloves that NC native Ava Gardner wore as she embraced Burt Lancaster in The Killers, a 1946 film noir based on an Ernest Hemingway story. Each of these objects will eventually be featured in one or another of the Gregg Museum’s future exhibitions. Until they do, they will remain, like the museum itself, a hidden treasure.
Ira David Wood III’s A Christmas Carol

**The Hit Musical Comedy!**

*December 9-13, 2015
The Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts
General Public Tix on sale – 10/11/15
TICKETMASTER.COM // 800-745-3000

*December 17-20, 2015
Durham Performing Arts Center
Tix on sale NOW
DPACNC.COM

**The Santaland Diaries**

December 11-20, 2015
Season Members receive discounted tickets!

**Theatre in the Park**

2016 Main Stage Season

- **The Underpants** February 5-21
- **The Elephant Man** April 8-24
- **Hair** July 8-24
- **Almost, Maine** September 9-25
- **True West** Southern Baptist Sissies September 9-25

**The Santaland Diaries**

Written by David Sedaris
Based on the Book by JOE MANTELL

**Directed by JESSE R. GEPHART**
Living History

The past is made present at NC State. Using the immersive spaces at the Hunt Library, digital humanities researchers have joined colleagues in engineering, architecture and computer science to bring historic speeches to life. Now, with funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities, they’re creating open-source tools so others can follow their lead.

Our digital humanities projects bring the past to life:

**Paul’s Cross**  
Poet John Donne’s 1622 plea to support a king

**Virtual MLK**  
Martin Luther King Jr.’s call for peaceful protest

**Lost Pavilion**  
Queen Victoria’s 19th-century artistic lab

*NC State. Think and do.* Join forces with us at ncsu.edu/artsncstate.